It is the purpose of this paper to lay the foundations of a general theory of simple rings, both associative and non-associative.
It is the purpose of this paper to lay the foundations of a general theory of simple rings, both associative and non-associative.
In part I we obtain the structure of simple associative rings that either contain minimal right ideals or contain maximal right ideals. In either case we obtain a realization of our ring 21 as a certain type of ring of linear transformations in a vector space over a division ring. If 21 has a minimal right ideal this realization is essentially unique and we can prove a converse theorem that rings of linear transformations having certain properties are simple and contain minimal right ideals. Thus the theory here is essentially as complete as that of the classical case of rings that satisfy the descending chain condition for right ideals. Our structure theory hinges on a general theorem (Theorem 6) on the structure of irreducible rings of endomorphisms of commutative groups. This theorem may be regarded as an extension of Burnside's theorem on irreducible algebras of matrices. The classical theory of simple rings with descending chain condition is a simple consequence of our results and we believe that the present treatment is more transparent than the methods of proof previously given 0).
In studying an arbitrary non-associative ring 21 one is led to consider the associative ring 5DZ generated by the left and the right multiplications x-*ax and X-»xa acting in 21. If 21 is simple, 2ft is an irreducible ring of endomorphisms. In part II we describe the structure of SDc in terms of the multiplication centralizer S of 21 defined to be the totality of endomorphisms y in 21 such that {xy)y = (xy)y-x(yy).
We define the concepts of center, central algebra and extension of the underlying field of an algebra.
In Part III we investigate a special type of simple associative algebra that may be regarded as a generalization of the concept of the complete algebra of linear transformations in a vector space over a field, or equivalent^, of the concept of the complete matrix algebra. There are many points of contact between the discussion here (and in other parts of the paper) and recent work in the theory of rings of transformations in Banach spaces and in vector spaces over the fields of real and complex numbers(2).
I. Structure of simple rings 1. Dense rings of linear transformations. Let 3J be an arbitrary vector space over a division ring 3). We recall the definition: $Jt is a commutative group written additively and there is singled out a division ring 35 of endomorphisms a, ß, • ■ • acting in dt that includes the identity transformation. We make no assumption as to the dimensionality of 9t over 3D. Let 8 be the ring of linear transformations (l.t.) in 9t over 35. Thus 8 is the totality of endomorphisms in 3J that commute with every a £3).
Let 21 we shall say that 21 is dense (in 8). If 9? is finite-dimensional and 21 is dense, 21 = 8. We also have the following extension of this result: 21 is dense if and only if for any finite dimensional subspace © of 9t and any l.t. B in © there exists an A £21 that coincides with B in <2>. This follows directly from the definition.
By using the well-ordering theorem we can prove the existence of a complement ©' of any subspace @, that is, a subspace ©' such that 9i = © + ©', @A©' = 0(8). Now if @ is finite-dimensional and B is any l.t. in @ we can extend B to an l.t. A in St by defining xA =xB for #£© and x'B=0 for *'£©'. This proves that 8 itself is dense. Moreover, it should be noted that A is finite valued in the sense that the image space StA is finite-dimensional. Hence we have also shown that the totality % of finite valued l.t. is a dense set.
To construct a third example of a dense set of l.t. we assume that St has a denumerable basis uu u2, ■ ■ ■ . Let 11« be the totality of l.t. that map 9f" = {Mi, • • • , «"} into itself and map 9f"' = {w"+i, «"+2) Let yi, • • • , y" be a basis for 9?73 and let x\ be a vector such that XiB =yi.
We determine an l.t. .4i£2I such that yi.4i=#i and y,-.4i = 0 for Then 73.41 = Ei£93, 9tEi= {xi} and X!Ei = Xi. Hence £1 is a projection of 9J on {xi}.
Now let x be any vector not equal to 0 and let C and D be determined in 21 so that xC = x\ and x\D =x. Then it can be verified that E = CE\D is a projection of 9? on \x }. Since ££93 this proves the lemma for one-dimensional subspaces. We now assume it true for k -1-dimensional subspaces and let © be ^-dimensional.
Let ©*_i be a ^ -1-dimensional subspace of © and let £*-i£93 be a projection of dt on ©*_i. We may decompose © as ©*_!©©' where ©' is the one-dimensional subspace such that ©'£*_i = 0. Let £'£93 be a projection of 9J on ©' and set E = Eh-i+E' -Ek-\E'. Then if #t_i£©A_i,
and if x is arbitrary, then #££©. Since ££93, £ is the required projection.
We may now prove the following theorem. We have noted also that 3r{*} is maximal if xAO. It is evident that the intersection of all the ideals 3r {#} is the 0-ideal. Hence we have the following theorem. If * = y4-y' where y£©, y'£@' and 73£3r(©') then xB -yB =xEB. Hence B=EB and so 3r(©')=F2L Suppose now that ©= {u} is one-dimensional and let BAO and C be arbitrary elements of 3v(@')-Then uBAO and there is an l. 
Lemma 2 (Schur). 35 is a division ring(4).
We now regard 9i as a vector space over 35 and we shall prove the following fundamental theorem.
Theorem 6. Let 21^0 be an irreducible ring of endomorphisms acting in a commutative group 9?. Then if 35 is the division ring of endomorphisms that commute with the elements of 21, 21 is dense in 9J over 35.
Proof. Let xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xk be any k 35-independent vectors and let ylt ■ ■ • , y* be arbitrary.
We have to show that there is an A in 21 such that x,A =y<, i = l, ■ ■ •, k. The case k = 1 has been proved in §1. We assume now that k = 2. k = 2. We prove first that there is an A2 in 21 such that xiA2 = 0, x2A2A0.
If this is not the case, then any equation of the form XiX = x\Y for X, F£21 entails x2X=x2Y. Hence the mapping y =xiX->x2X=y' is single-valued and since every y is representable in the form XiX, this mapping is defined in the whole of 9r\ It is clear that
for all P£2l. Hence the mapping y->y' is in 35 and there is a y in 35 such that x2X = (xiX)y for all X. Thus (x2 -Xiy)X = 0 and this implies that x2=xiy, contrary to the linear independence of Xi and x2. This contradiction shows that there is an A2 in 21 such that xiA2 = 0, x2A2A0. Similarly we have an Ai such that xiAiAO, x2Ai = 0. We now choose Pi and B2 so that X\A\B\=y\ and XiA2B2=y2. Then A =AiB!-\-A2B2 has the required properties. k arbitrary. We assume the theorem for k -1 and as in the case k = 2 it suffices to prove that there is an Ak in §1 such that x\Ak = ■ ■ ■ = xk-iAk = 0, XiAkA0.
By the induction assumption there is a B in 31 such that X\B= ■ ■ • =Xk-;tB = 0 but xJBAO. Let 93 be the totality of mappings in 31
that have this property. Assume first that xk-\B and xkB are ©-independent.
Then by the case k = 2 there is a C such that xk-\BC=.0, xkBCA0 and Ak=BC is of the required type. Next let xk-\B and xkB be linearly dependent and we may assume that xk-iB - ( 
Since ßS^Al, if we set Ak=B-DU we have xkAkA0, and so ^4* has the required properties. As a first application of Theorem 6 we shall prove that if 31 is a 2-fold transitive ring of linear transformations in a vector space 9t over 35, then 31 is dense. This will follow from the following theorem. 31 is then a division ring anti-isomorphic to 35 and the theorem is readily verified in this case(6). Now let (9J :35) ^ 2 and let B be an endomorphism in 9? that commutes with every A in 21. Then we assert that for every x in 9?, x and xB are 35-dependent. For otherwise there is an A in 31 such that xA =0 but #2L4 7*0and this contradicts^47i=7i^4.
Hence if xA0,xB=xßx,ßx in 35. Now let x and y be linearly independent. Then xB =xßx and yB =yß". There is an
A in 31 such that xA =y. Since ^473 =IL4 this implies that ßx=ßv=ß. Since xa and y are linearly independent we have (xa)B = {xa)ß and this shows that 75=|Se35.
As an immediate consequence of Theorems 6 and 7 we have the following theorem. [March also that 21 is not a zero ring. Hence 2I2 = 2l^O. It follows that 321^0. For otherwise 93 = 2134-3 is a nilpotent two-sided ideal and 93 = 21 contrary to 2l2s*0. It is known that Qf = e2l where e is an idempotent element(6).
Each element a of 21 defines an endomorphism ä in 3 by the equation xä=xa, *£3-The set 21 of these endomorphisms is a subring not equal to 0 of the ring of endomorphisms of 3 and the correspondence a->d is a homomorphism. Since 21 is simple, a-*ä is an isomorphism. Since 3 is minimal, 21 is an irreducible ring of endomorphisms.
Hence if 35 denotes the division ring consisting of the endomorphisms a, ß, ■ ■ ■ that commute with all the ä, 21 is a dense ring of linear transformations in 3 regarded as a vector space over 35.
We shall show next that 21 consists of finite valued I.t. We prove first that (3«:S5) = 1-For otherwise we should have two 35-independent elements y in 3 such that xe = x, ye-y. Then there is a <j£2l such that xd = 0 and yd AO and if 5 = eJ, x5 = 0, ylAO. Since &£e2l = 3, this shows that 3A3r{*} AO, where 3r{#| denotes as usual the annihilator of the subspace {x}. Since 3 is minimal, 3A3r{*} =3 and this contradicts the equation xe = x. We have therefore proved our assertion that (3e:35)=l.
Thus e is_finite valued. Now the subset of finite valued transformations belonging to 21 is a two-sided ideal. Since we have shown that this subset is not equal to 0 it follows that 21 contains only finite valued l.t. This together with Theorems 1 and 5 proves the following structure theorem.
Theorem 9. If 21 is a simple ring' (not a zero ring) that contains a minimal right ideal, then 21 is isomorphic to a dense ring of finite valued linear transformations in a vector space over a division ring. Conversely, any dense ring of finite valued linear transformations in a vector space over a division ring is simple and contains minimal right ideals.
As a corollary of this theorem and of Theorem 3 we have the fundamental Wedderburn-Artin structure theorem.
Theorem 10. If21 is a simple ring (not a zero ring) that satisfies the descending chain condition for right ideals, then 21 is isomorphic to the complete ring of linear transformations in a suitable finite-dimensional vector space over a division ring, and conversely.
Another consequence of the main theorem is a result noted previously by Artin and Whaples, namely, if 21 is simple and contains a minimal right ideal, then 21 satisfies the descending chain condition for r'ght ideals if and only if 21 has an identity (7). This is clear since the identity 1 of 21 is finite valued if and only if the space is finite dimensional. Other simple consequences of the main theorem and of the discussion of §2 are that if 21 is simple and contains a minimal right ideal, then 21 contains maximal right ideals and the intersection of all the maximal right ideals of 21 is the 0-ideal.
We consider now the question of the uniqueness of the representation of 21 as a dense ring of linear transformations.
We suppose that 9t is an arbitrary commutative group, that 2T is an irreducible subring not equal to 0 of the ring of endomorphisms of 9t and that 21 is a homomorphic image of 21. Let a-*ä be the correspondence between 21 and 21. Since 21 is simple and 21^0 our correspondence is in reality an isomorphism. Let 3 be a minimal right ideal in 21. Then there is an x in 9t such that #35*0. Since the set #3 is a subgroup invariant under 21, #3 = 9t and since 3 is minimal, #5 = 0 for b in 3 only if 0 = 0. Thus the correspondence b-*xl = b' is an isomorphism between 3 and 9f. Since ba = hä, (ba)' = b'ä and so b-*b' is an operator isomorphism. It follows from this that if 35 and 35, respectively, are the centralizers of the multiplications b-*ba in 3 and of the ring 21 in 9?, then there is an isomorphism a->ä between 35 and 35 such that (ba)' = b'ä for all b. By Theorem 6, we know that 21 is dense in 9J over 35. Moreover, by our isomorphisms, and the fact that the multiplications in 3 are all finite valued, we see that the l.t. of ft are all finite valued. Now suppose that 9Ii and 9?2 are vector spaces over 35i and 352, respectively, and that 2Ii and 2I2 are isomorphic dense rings of finite valued transformations in these spaces. Let <ii-*a2 be a definite isomorphism between these rings. We may regard 21i and 2I2 as isomorphic images of the same simple ring 21 that contains a minimal right ideal 3-Let the isomorphism between 21 and 21,-, *=1, 2, be a-By Theorem 6, 35i is the centralizer of 21,-.
Hence by the above argument there is an isomorphism b-between 3 and 9f< and an isomorphism a->a,-between 35, the centralizer of the multiplications in 3. and 35,-such that ba-^>biOn and ba->o,a,-. It follows that the correspondences öi-+02, o« G9?<, cxi-+a2, cY,-£35i, are isomorphisms and that bipc\->o2a2 and Oifli->£>2a2. This proves the following important uniqueness theorem. Theorem 11. Let 9?i and 9t2 be vector spaces over 35i and 352, respectively, and let 2li and 2I2 be isomorphic dense rings of finite valued linear transformations acting in these spaces. Then if ai-*a2 is a given isomorphism between 21i and 212, there exists an isomorphism xi-»#2 between 9fi and 9?2 and an isomorphism cti-»«2 between 35i and 352 such that Xioti->x2a2 and x\a\-^x2a2.
Theorem 11 shows that two dense rings of finite valued l.t. are not isomorphic if the vector spaces in which they act are not isomorphic.
If the spaces are isomorphic, we may without loss of generality identify them. Then our theorem assumes the following form:
Theorem 12. Lei SI be a vector space over a division ring 35 and let 21i and 2I2 be two isomorphic dense rings of finite valued linear transformations in 9? over 35.
[March Then if a-i->a2 is a given isomorphism between 2Ii and 2I2, there exists a semilinear transformation @ i» 9J over 35 such that a2 = S~laiSfor all ai(8).
If 21 is a simple, nonzero ring that contains a minimal left ideal, it is known that 21 contains a minimal right ideal (9). Our discussion is therefore applicable to these rings also.
5. Simple rings that contain maximal right ideals. We shall suppose now that 21 is a simple ring that contains a maximal right ideal 3. By the well ordering theorem we may prove that any ring with an identity has this property. As before, we consider the right multiplications x->xa for x in 21 and a in 21. These mappings are endomorphisms that induce endomorphisms in 3 and also in the difference group 9? = 21 -3. We denote the endomorphism induced by x->xa in 9? by ä and we denote the set of ä by 21. Since 3 is maximal, H is an irreducible set of endomorphisms.
If 21 = 0, 2I2g3, and this implies that 21 is a zero-ring. We exclude this case from further consideration.
Then 21 is a ring not equal to 0 and the correspondence a-><z is an isomorphism between 21 and 21. (l3) By a non-associative ring we, of course, mean a ring which is not necessarily associative.
Hence, if 7, 5 (EE (xy)yS = ((xy)y)S = (xy)(y&) = (x(yy))S -(xb){yy)
and this proves that (xy)yS = (xy)Sy. Thus if 212 is the subring consisting of the finite sums of products ab, and 2I2 = 2l, then 70 = 67. This shows that in this case E is a commutative ring. Now let 21 be a non-associative simple ring that is not a zero ring. Then SR is an irreducible ring of endomorphisms.
Hence E is a division ring. Since 2l2 is a two-sided ideal not equal to 0, 2P = 2l. Hence E is a field. By Theorem 6, 21 is a dense ring of linear transformations in 21 over E. This proves the following theorem. Theorem 14. Let 21 be a non-associative ring that is simple and not a zero ring. Then the multiplication centralizer £ of 21 is a field and the multiplication ring SSI is a dense ring of linear transformations in 21 over S(14).
By equation (1), 21 may be regarded as an algebra over £. Obviously 21 is a simple algebra.
A similar discussion applies to non-associative algebras. If $ is the underlying field, then <I>g£. Now by (1), (ay)r = ary and {ay)t=ary. Hence 5D?£ = £502 g SSI and in particular SSI is closed under multiplication by the elements of It follows that if x is any element of 21, the totality xSSl of elements xM, M in SSI, is ä subspace over <£ as well as an ideal in 21. If 21 is a simple algebra that is not a zero algebra, we can show that if xSSl = 0 then x = 0. Hence #502 = 21 for every xAO and this proves that 21 is a simple ring. The converse is obvious. Theorem 14 may now be stated for algebras also.
We suppose now that (21: $) = n < co. In this case SSI and £ are subalgebras of the complete algebra of linear transformations in 21 regarded as a space over <£. Hence (50c:<£) and (E:$)gw2.
If (£:<£) =r we know that n -mr and (2l:£)=w.
By Theorem 14, SSI is the complete set of linear transformations in 21 over £. Thus (502 :£)=?«2 and (SSI: <£) = mh. This proves the following known(I6) theorem.
Theorem 15. Let A be a simple, nonzero, non-associative algebra with a finite basis over a field $ and let (21: $0 = n. Then if £ is the multiplication centralizer, (S is a finite extension field over «3? and (S: <£) is a divisor of n. The multiplication algebra SSI is the complete set of linear transformations of 21 over £.
It is clear from this theorem that in the finite basis case, 6 is a subset of SSI. Hence ® is the center of 50?.
7. The center of a non-associative simple ring. We shall define the center Eo of a non-associative ring 21 to be the totality of elements c that commute with every element of 21 and that associate with every pair of elements x, y in 21 in the sense that (2) (xy)c = x{yc), (xc)y = x(cy), {cx)y = c(xy).
We note that the elements of So may also be characterized by the equation xc = cx and (3) (xy)c = x(yc) = (xc)y.
For by (2) we have (xy)c=x{yc) and (xc)y =x(cy) =#(yc) since yc = cy. Hence (3) holds. Conversely, if (3) holds and c commutes with every x, then (xy)c = c(xy)=x(yc)=x(cy) = (xc)y = (cx)y. Hence (2) is satisfied and in fact all the products in (2) are equal. Thus the conditions that c££o are that cT = Ci and that this endomorphism belongs to the multiplication centralizer S. If ci, c2G So it is clear thatci + C2GEoand (ci±c2)r = clr + c2r. Also (xci)c2 = x(cic2) so that (ciC2)r = Circ2r and similarly (cic2);= (c2ci)j = cnCu =circ2r = (cic2)r. Evidently cirCürGE. Hence we have proved that C1C2GS0. Now let 7 be an arbitrary element of S. Then if c£2o, x{cy) = (xy)c= {xc)y = (cx)y = (cy)x and so (cy)r-(cy)i = cry. This proves that C7GE0. Thus So is a commutative and associative subring of 21 and So is invariant under the endomorphisms 7GS. We have also shown that the correspondence c->cr is a homomorphism that commutes with all 7 in S between So and a subring Sor of S.
We suppose now that 21 is simple and not a zero ring. Then we note first that the correspondence c->cr is an isomorphism. For if cr = 0 then {c}, the additive group generated by c, is a two-sided ideal in 21. If 21 = {c}, 21 is a zero ring. Hence {c} =0 and c = 0. We remark next that Sor is an ideal in S since cry=(cy)r.
Since, by Theorem 14, S is a field, either Sor = 0 or Sor = S.
In the former case So = 0. In the latter case So is a field and if 1 is the identity of So, then l, = lj is the identity transformation. Thus 1 is the identity of 21 also. We have therefore proved the following theorem.
Theorem 16. If 21 is a simple, nonzero, non-associative ring, then a necessary and sufficient condition that 21 have an identity is that its center So?*0. If the condition is satisfied, So is a field and the multiplication centralizer consists of the multiplications by the elements of SoThese results are valid for algebras also since, as we have seen, a nonzero algebra 21 is simple if and only if 21 is a simple ring.
8. Extension of the field of a vector space. One of the most powerful methods of studying a non-associative algebra 21 of a finite dimensionality is to consider the extension algebras 2b, S a field containing the underlying field <£. It is often possible to determine the structure of a certain extension Sis and then to use this information to obtain the structure of 21. This method has been particularly successful in the study of simple Lie algebras. In the next section we shall lay the foundations for a theory of extensions of simple algebras of infinite dimensionality. As a necessary preliminary we consider here the definition of an extension Sts of a vector space St over <3? by means of the extension field 2 of <I>.
Let St be a vector space over a field and let 2 be an abstract field that contains a subfield isomorphic to <£. Now we wish to construct a vector space Sts over a field (isomorphic to) 2 with the following properties:
1. Sts regarded as a space over <£ contains a subspace (isomorphic to) St. 2. Any elements xi, ■ • • , xn of St that are ^-independent are also 2-independent.
3. The smallest subspace over 2 of Sts that contains St is Six itself. The definition of an extension Sts by means of a basis is well known and in a recent paper Artin and Whaples (18) have given a definition without using bases. We follow their method here. We consider first the totality U of forms Xiai+Xi(T2+ ■ ■ ■ +xm(rm of arbitrary length m in which the x{ESt and the o-i£2. The order of the terms in y^*-«r.-is immaterial and we define the sum of two forms y^TxiO-i+y^Z.+iXiai as Xa**0'*' Relative to this definition U is a commutative semi-group. Now we call J^#«<r< a null-form if there exists a substitution Xi = ^2,yifitki, au in f>, so that the resulting form 2Zyt(aM<r<) has 0 coefficients, that is, ^1auO'i = 0. It can be shown that 2Z#,o-< is a nuu form if and only if there exists a substitution a, =^/3«Tt, ßik in so that the coefficients ^2xißik of the <Tk in the form 2Za\p\jt<r* are all 0. If the x's are linearly independent in St and not all the <r's are 0 or if the <r's are linearly independent in 2 (over 4>) and not all the x's are 0 then ^Sjtr, is not a null-form.
It is readily seen that the totality SI of null-forms is a subsemi-group of U. Now we define -x for x=^Xi(Xi to be the form ^#<(-o"<) and we define #=y(mod St) if x+(-y)(E.St. It can be shown that this notion of congruence is an equivalence relation and that congruences can be added. Hence if we let Sts denote the set of congruence classes, Sts is also a commutative semigroup. Moreover, it can be seen that Sts is a group with St as its zero and the class of -x as the negative of the class of x.
We shall denote the elements of Sts by their representatives J^.XjO-j in U. When this is done we have the following criterion: ^#,<r< =T^.-y,r,-if and only if when the x's and the y's are expressed in terms of the same set of linearly independent vectors U\, ■ ■ • , ur, the resulting coefficient of each on the left-hand side is the same as that on the right-hand side. In Sts we have zZiXi<r< +Hm+iXj<rj =YliXkO-kIt is now easy to verify that for each <r£2, the mapping x = T^jcgjj ->22#,(<r,<7) is single valued and an endomorphism in Sts-The totality of these endomorphisms is a subfield containing 1 of the ring of endomorphisms of StsThis subfield is isomorphic to 2. We shall identify it with 2 and we shall write 2Z#<(o\o-) as (2Z#i<r<)o". Then Sts is a vector space over 2.
(16) Artin and Whaples [l, .
Consider for the moment 9?2 as a space over the subfield <f> of 2. Thus the endomorphisms of <P are the mappings x=^,Xi<7->2Z#i(<r,-a), a in <£. Let 9ii denote the totality of vectors xl, x(ER, 1£2.
Since (xl)a = x(a) = (xa)(l), 9?i is a subspace of 9i2 over <£. This equation and the criterion for equality show that the correspondences x->xl and a->a define an isomorphism between the spaces 9? and 9?i. We shall now identify 9?i with 9? and write xl =x.
Condition 1 for extension spaces has therefore been verified. The test for equality shows that condition 2 holds. Since any x =X^<0',-may be written in the form 22(a\)o\, in condition 3'is also valid and so 9?2 has the required properties.
We suppose now that 9i(I) and 9ic2) are spaces over $C1) and <P(2), respectively, and that we have a homomorphism #(1)->#(2) of 9J(1) on a subspace ©(2) of 9t (2) and an isomorphism a(l)-»a(2) between <J>(1) and <£(2) such that 3.(1)3,(1)->x(2)a(2)_ Furthermore let 9t2Vu and 9t22<2> be two spaces over fields 2(1> and 2(2), respectively, satisfying the conditions 1, 2, 3. We assume finally that 2(1) and 2(2) are isomorphic under a correspondence <r(1)-><r<2> that is an extension of the correspondence c*(1)->a(2:). Consider now the correspondence 2Z#{1V{1)->2Z#<2'<rf\ We assert that it is single valued. 
(2^#<1)£r<1))o-a) ->(2Z#<2)Oj2))<rC2) and (3) the correspondence is an extension of the original correspondence between 9J(1) and ©<2). It is also clear that there is only one extension of the original correspondence having properties (1) and (2). If the original correspondence is an isomorphism between 9?a) and ©(2) the above argument shows that the extension is an isomorphism.
If <S(2> =9t. (2) then the extension maps 9i2u> on the whole of 9t2(s>. Hence as a special case of these results we see that any two extension spaces of the same space by the same field are isomorphic.
We shall suppose now that 9tci) = 9t<» = SR, $a) = *(2) = 2<« = 2<2> = 2 and let the automorphism in 2 be the identity. Then our results may be stated in the following form: If A is a linear transformation in 9J over A has a unique extension, which we may also denote as A, to a linear transformation in 9t2 over 2. If A is (1-1) between 9t and a subspace (the whole space) then its extension is (1-1) between 9f2 and a subspace over 2 (the whole space).
These results are all well known in the finite-dimensional case. We recall also that if (9i:<p) =n then (9f2: 2) =n, as is clear from 1, 2 and 3.
If 21 (= 9?) is an algebra over the extension space 2l2 can be made into an algebra by defining (yia;.<r.-)(y,y,-T,-) =2(«.yJ)(<r<r,).
It is easy to see that the product thus defined is single valued and distributive, and that the left [March and the right multiplications commute with the endomorphisms <r£2. If 21 is associative (a Lie algebra), then 21 s is associative (a Lie algebra).
9. Central simple non-associative algebras. We consider now the relation between the multiplication algebra 502 of an arbitrary algebra 21 over a field $> and the multiplication algebra of the extension 2ts-As in the case of vector spaces, 21 is a subset of Sfs-If a £ 21, it is evident that the right (left) multiplication a, (fli) in 21s is the extension of the linear transformation ar (at) in 21. If Za<o\-, a,£2l, cr,£2, is any element of 2ls, then (2Za«°'<)r=2Z(a<)r<''<i (Z,aiai)i=zZ(ai)iffiIt follows that the multiplication algebra of 21s is the totality of linear combinations with coefficients in 2 of the extensions of the multiplications of 21. Thus 502(212) =5022 where the 502 on the right-hand side denotes the set of extensions of the multiplications of 21. We shall call a non-associative algebra 21 over «3? central if its multiplication centralizer = If 21 is an arbitrary, nonzero, simple algebra (or ring), we have seen that we may regard 21 as an algebra over its multiplication centralizer. When this is done, 21 becomes a central simple algebra. We may now prove the main theorem on extensions.
Theorem 17. Any extension 21s of a central simple, nonzero, non-associative algebra is central simple.
It suffices to show that 502(21s) is a dense set of linear transformations in Sis over 2. For then 502(2ls) is irreducible and so 2ls is simple. Moreover by Theorem 7, the centralizer of 502(2Is) is 2. Hence the multiplication centralizer 6(2Is) = 2. That 502(2Is) is dense is an immediate consequence of the above remarks and of the following lemma. III. Special algebras of linear transformations 10. Linear transformations in vector spaces over a field. In this part we shall be concerned mainly with dense algebras of finite valued linear transformations in a vector space 92 over a field As in §1 we let 2 denote the complete set of l.t. and let g be the subset of finite valued l.t. Both 8 and g are algebras over <£, the set of multiplications by the elements of the underlying field
We have seen that if 21 is a dense subalgebra of g, then 21 is simple and 21 contains minimal right ideals. We prove next that 21 is central by proving the following lemma.
Lemma 4. If 21 is a dense ring of linear transformations in a vector space St over a field <£, then the transformations of the multiplication centralizer S of 21 are multiplications by the elements of <P.
In order to avoid confusion we write the effect of 7 £2 on XG21 as X*. Then we have (XY)-' = X-'Y=X(y*).
We choose a vector uAO in St and suppose that X is a l.t. in 21 such that uX = 0. Then uX"> = 0 also. For otherwise there is a FE21 such that (uX^)YA0 contrary to uX^Y=(uX) Ft = 0. It follows from this that the mapping v = uX->uX'' = v' is single valued and defined in the whole of St. It is clear that v-m' is an endomorphism and since (uX)A^>u(XA)t = (uXf)A, v->z>' is in the centralizer of 21. Hence by Theorem 7 there is a 7G$ such that uX~> = u(Xy) for all X£2l. Replacing X by AX yields the equation u{AX)i = u{AXy) so that (uA)Xi = (uA)(Xy We may choose vectors #,-£9?i such that XiAi=yt and we set SJli= {xi, ■ ■ • , xT}. Then if x is any vector in Sti, xA\ =Zy<ai = (^jXiCtJA 1. Hence if z=x-^XiOii, zAi=0 and #=z+Zxja,-£3i4-9)'ci where Si is the subspace of Sti of vectors annihilated by Ax. If (^XiOi^Ai = 0, zZy<ai = ® and all the a, = 0. This shows that 3iASJli=0 and so St, = Si © 2Hi-We now begin with Sti = St and write SK = 3i©2Ui, where Si-Ai = 0 and SJli is finite-dimensional. We then repeat the argument with Si and A2 and obtain «3i = 32 ©93^2 where 3:^41 = ,3:^4 2 = 0 and
Now by Lemma 5 we see that the linear transformations A1, • • • , A " generate an algebra which is isomorphic to an algebra of linear transormations in a finite-dimensional space ©. Hence the algebra generated by the Ai is finite-dimensional over <P. We summarize our results in the following theorem:
Theorem 18. Let St be a vector space over afield <£ and let 21 be a dense algebra of finite valued linear transformations in St over $. Then 21 is central simple and locally finite.
11. Isomorphisms and automorphisms of algebras of linear transformations. Let 2li and 2I2 be two dense algebras in St over <P which are isomorphic under a correspondence Ai->A2. By an isomorphism here we mean an algebra isomorphism, that is, Aia-*Ata for all a in <P. By Theorem 12 there is a semilinear transformation 5 in 92 over $ such that A2 = iS. If a->a is the automorphism in $ associated with <S we have 5 = 5_1a5. Since S~1(Aia)S = Aipi it follows that 5= a and hence 5 is a linear transformation.
This theorem may be stated in the following form : Theorem 19. If 2Ii and 2I2 are isomorphic dense algebras of linear transformations in St over <!> any isomorphism between 21i and % can be extended to an inner automorphism in 8, the complete algebra of linear transformations. This, of course, gives the following corollary.
Corollary.
If 21 is a dense subalgebra of 8, any automorphism in 21 can be extended to an inner automorphism in 8.
We may now prove the following theorem.
Theorem 20. Any automorphism in 8 is inner.
We remark first that if X-*X° is an automorphism in 8, then ft° = ft. This is clear since ft, and hence ft0, is contained in every two-sided ideal not equal to 0 in 8. Thus G induces an automorphism in ft. Hence there is an 5 in 8 such that F° = S~1FS for all F in ft. Now consider the automorphism X^>XH = SXaS~l. We have FB = F for all F in ft. If x is any vector there is an F in ft such that xF=x. Hence xX = xFX = x(FX)B =xFBXB =xXB and so XB -X. This proves that H is the identity and G is the inner automorphism
